
KUWAIT: Governor of the Central Bank of Kuwait
Dr Mohammad Y Al-Hashel announced the publica-
tion of the 49th issue of the Economic Report, pub-
lished annually by the Central Bank of Kuwait (CBK).
The 2020 Economic Report covers key economic
developments, including the most recent data and
statistics available on various aspects of economic
performance in the State of Kuwait during said year.
The report addresses these developments in six
parts, each covering a major topic in detail.

The global economy suffered an exceptionally
tough year due to the COVID-19 pandemic that
caused the worst economic shock in a century.
Precautionary and preventative measures went as far
as total shut down of many economic activities in the
first and second waves of the pandemic, putting a
hard stop to a considerable portion of economic
activity locally and abroad, shocking supply and
demand. Due to the pandemic and its serious ramifi-
cations, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) esti-
mates that the global economy had retracted by 3.3
percent in 2020 compared to a growth of 2.8 percent
in 2019. As global and regional economies suffered
recessions, a retraction in both global demand for oil
and in oil prices, directly or indirectly affected
aspects of economic activity in the State of Kuwait.

GDP estimates
Initial estimates indicate that Gross Domestic

Product (GDP) at constant prices for the Sate of
Kuwait has dropped by an average of 9.9 percent in
2020 compared to an average growth of 0.4 percent
in 2019. The value of GDP at current prices also
dropped by almost 23.2 percent, mainly driven by a
drop in the average price of Kuwait’s Export Crude
(KEC) per barrel to $41.5 in 2020, slipping 35.2 per-
cent. The inflation rate measured by the Consumer
Price Index (CPI) came up to 2.1 percent in 2020
compared to an increase of 1.1 percent in 2019.
Available data also indicate a drop in the total popu-
lation by end of 2020 by 2.2 percent compared to a
growth of 3.3 percent at end of 2019.

In terms of monetary and banking developments
in 2020, Central Bank of Kuwait (CBK) swiftly and
decisively responded through monetary and pruden-
tial policies since the onset of the pandemic. The
Bank dedicated its efforts and resources to counter-
act the negative effects of the pandemic, and did not
hesitate to utilize all tools at its disposal without
abandoning its goals aimed at maintaining the atmos-
phere of monetary stability and financial stability.
The CBK adopted extraordinary accommodative
policies to support sectors of the economy and help
them weather the storm, focusing on the need to pro-
vide an environment  that builds confidence  in the
national economy and its ability to recover. The Bank
took a swift pre-emptive monetary decision in March
2020 lowering the Discount Rate to a historical low
of 1.5 percent, followed with a reduction in the Repo
Rate as well as monetary market intervention price.
This resulted in a drop in all indicators of local inter-
est rates for 2020 compared to the year before.

On the supervision and banking regulation front,

in support of individuals and of small and medium
enterprises and companies negatively affected by the
crisis, and to help the banking sector counter shocks
experienced in 2020, the CBK adjusted its instruc-
tions and its macro-prudential instruments by reduc-
ing regulatory ratio requirements in terms of liquidi-
ty, capital adequacy, and lending ratios. This policy
relaxation as well as the banks’ resilience, capitaliza-
tion and liquidity, owing to prudent CBK monetary
and supervisory policies, enabled them to fulfill their
vital role in the economy and encouraged them to
extend more loans and financing. 

Exchange rate
As for the exchange rate, the Kuwaiti dinar

remained relatively stable against main currencies
within its peg to a special weighted basket of curren-
cies of Kuwait’s main trade and finance partners.
Stimulatory monetary policy interventions and CBK
prudential polices boosted confidence and warded
off credit crises, and also provided sufficient liquidity
to support economic recovery. Indicators reflected
the banking sector’s performance, most especially for
the second half of 2020, with the credit awarded to
the private sector growing by end of year. The
growth tempo in local liquidity levels for said year
increased. Money Supply in the broad sense (M2)
went up 3.8 percent compared to its drop of 1.2 per-
cent the year before. Residents’ deposits with local
banks continued to make faster growth, going up 3.8
percent compared to 0.3 percent the year before.
And despite slower growth in the balance of local
credit in 2020, growth remained positive reaching 3.5
percent despite the lockdown. The continued positive
growth rate of credit facilities is undoubtedly indica-
tive of the efficacy of the CBK accommodative mon-
etary policy measures. Looking at the Current
Account of the State of Kuwait’s Balance of
Payments, the figures show a realized surplus of KD
6,849.9 million for the first three quarters of 2020, at
a drop of KD 390.6 million or 5.4 percent against the
corresponding period of the previous year.

The governor also noted that despite the strong
indicators of banks’ financial soundness and their
ability to withstand shocks, evidenced by stress
tests conducted by the CBK in view of the pandem-
ic, the Bank shall maintain its diligent supervision
and regulation of the banking and finance sector
while maintaining a prudent and flexible approach
allowing banks to remain able to provide high-effi-
ciency and uninterrupted services to all sectors of
the national economy. CBK will keep a vigilant eye
on developments in economic and banking condi-
tions until the current crisis is overcome safely. The
Bank would continue to bolster monetary and finan-
cial stability, which are two vital conditions for real-
izing sustainable economic stability, though not suf-
ficient on their own.

In this respect, the CBK constantly stresses the
importance of speeding up implementation of overall
reform of the structural imbalances in the economy.
Most specifically, balance sheet imbalances with on-
going expenditures (including workers remunera-

tions, transfers, and dif-
ferent types of state
subsidies) which take up
the biggest portion of
public spending within
the State budget. The
budget is also heavily
reliant on oil revenues,
which make up almost
90 percent of revenues,
with oil exports also
accounting for almost
90 percent of exports of
goods. The oil sector’s
contribution stands at
about 45 percent of
GDP, which indicates its continued dominance and
influence over all facets of the Kuwaiti economy and
augments the risk of over-reliance on oil through its
fluctuating price. Additionally, long-term threat to
lowering demand for oil as world leaders are more
seriously addressing climate change through several
measures including the issuance of new legislation
regarding CO2 emissions, denoting compounded
damage. On the one hand, such global trends threat-
en the oil sector which contributes significantly to
the GDP, and on the other, they pose a threat to
financial stability since Kuwaiti banks extend
immense facilities to oil sector projects and would
be negatively affected by any slump in the sector.
Therefore, the CBK’s credit and regulatory policies
continue to aim at bolstering social and economic
development while, at the same time, directing the
banking sector to set up buffers and reserves to off-
set exposure to the oil sector.

Private sector
Second among imbalances is the dominance of

the government sector over economic activity and
limited contribution by the private sector in stimulat-
ing economic growth. Over the past decades, public
spending remained at high levels and accelerated
further in recent years with marked leaps in current
expenditures that went all the way up to 88 percent
of overall actual expenditures in the 2019/2020
budget. Government spending to GDP ratio came to
52 percent, which is the highest within the GCC
region and among the highest in the world as the
global average is 30-38 percent. However, this gen-
erous spending does not come with excellence or
efficiency in services and the quality public services
still lags behind that seen in countries of comparable
financial and economic conditions and level of public
spending. A third imbalance is seen in the employ-
ment market where the majority of national staff is
employed with the government. This poses chal-
lenges for the government to create job opportuni-
ties for the ever-increasing numbers of nationals,
which is in turn a result of the government sector’s
dominance over economic activity. The government
sector alone employs 81 percent of the Kuwaiti
workforce, clearly causing budgetary inflation and
further spreading bureaucracy, poor performance,

low productivity and disguised unemployment.
Estimates suggest that for the next five years,
100,000 more Kuwaiti nationals shall enter the job
market, therefore the government sector would be
unable to accommodate the majority of them. It is
accordingly necessary to address the salaries item
as part of medium-term financial reform. The private
sector has to play a bigger role with enhanced pub-
lic-private sector partnerships, as well as increased
competitiveness and ability to create jobs.
Privatization needs to be pushed ahead with to
enable the sector to become the main employer for
nationals. The government sector meanwhile should
simplify the salaries and pay structure and ensure its
fairness and its compatibility among all State entities
in a manner that does not cause nationals to shy
away from seeking private sector employment.

Confronting all these immense challenges, we all
have to counter them through strongly founded con-
solidated and harmonious efforts to bolster financial
and economic stability and realize sustainable
growth and prosperity for all. Unless serious and
impactful financial and economic reform measures
are taken, economic stability and sustainability
would be unattainable, and we would see the further
lowering of sovereign credit ratings and deteriora-
tion of the State’s economic and financial conditions.
This would further lead to higher cost to public
finances, should borrowing from external markets be
opted for, and serious damage to a financial reputa-
tion that had been renowned for years. The lower
rating would also have an impact on the banking
sector in the country, which had long maintained
high credit ratings supported by the State’s sover-
eign credit rating.
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Airline industry 
sees long-term 
rebound for sector
PARIS: After flying into the financial turbulence
of the COVID pandemic, the airline sector
expects passenger traffic to take off despite
concerns about the industry’s impact on climate
change. In its latest look at trends for the sector,
the International Air Transport Association
(IATA) said it doesn’t expect world air traffic to
resume to its pre-pandemic level before 2023.

But over 20 years, air traffic should almost
double, from 4.5 billion passengers in 2019 to
8.5 billion in 2039. That is, however, a drop of
one billion passengers from IATA’s pre-crisis
forecast. Nevertheless that will be good news
for aircraft manufacturers, who slowed down
production during the crisis as airlines can-
celled orders to stay financially afloat. Airbus
has already announced it plans to step up the
manufacturing cadence of its best-selling A320
single-aisle aircraft and should reach a record
level already in 2023.

Boeing, for its part, forecasts that airlines will
need 43,110 new aircraft through 2039, which
will result in a near doubling of the global fleet.
Asia alone will account for 40 percent of that
demand. As with the September 11 attacks or the
global financial crisis of 2007-2009, “the indus-
try will prove resilient again,” Darren Hulst, vice
president of marketing at Boeing, said last year.

Marc Ivaldi, research director at the Paris-
based School for Advanced Studies in the Social
Sciences, noted that only one percent of the
population currently uses air travel. “With the
simple demographic rise and the fact that people
become richer there will be rising demand for air
travel and thus for aircraft,” he said. If the
biggest aircraft fleets are currently in the United
States and Europe, the biggest increases are

expected in Asia and the Middle East, the con-
sulting firm Oliver Wyman said in a recent study.

‘Flight shaming’ 
Airbus delivered 19 percent of its planes to

China, more than the United States, and this
trend is not expected to change. In many emerg-
ing countries where the middle class is expand-
ing air travel is becoming possible for more and
more people. “Among Asia’s emerging nations,
one of the greatest aspirational goals is simply
the ability to fly internationally,” said the Center
for Aviation (CAPA).

“It is a sign of social and economic maturity
and permits experiences which were unthinkable
for their parents.” It noted that these people
were unlikely to share the growing sentiment
among some people in the West towards reduc-
ing air travel to reduce one’s carbon footprint.

“For these new would-be flyers, the whole
concept of ‘flight shaming’ at a grass roots level
is grossly alien,” said CAPA. “Consequently, in
Asia flight shaming is unlikely to gain much trac-
tion,” it added.

The “flight shaming” or “flygskam” movement

took off in Sweden in 2018 to challenge the
growing popularity of air travel, which had
boomed in Europe thanks to budget airlines that
made weekend getaways across the continent
affordable to a wider public. In 2019, air traffic
declined by four percent in Sweden-but it hit a
record across Europe, according to the air traffic
control body Eurocontrol. EHESS’s Ivaldi
believes flight shaming will have little long-term
impact. “Someone who makes one flight per year
in a plane, do you really believe that they will say
that it is too polluting and give it up?” he said.

But countries like Sweden have begun to
reintroduce night trains to give travellers greener
options to travel. France, which is boosting its
night trains, is also cutting domestic flights when
it is possible to make the journey by train in
under two and a half hours. Ivaldi believes that to
be a largely empty gesture as fast trains have
already taken most of the market on such routes.
The air sector has pledged to cut its carbon
emissions in half by 2050 from their level in
2005. Airlines have an economic incentive to do
so, as adopting more fuel efficient planes
reduces operating costs.  —AFP

More US finance 
giants tiptoe into 
crypto assets
NEW YORK: Investing in bitcoin and other
digital currencies remains a risky game
where the rules could change significantly,
but the payoff could be big. In response to
this dilemma, several leading US financial
heavyweights are staying on the sidelines,
while an increasing number are proceeding
cautiously into the growing world of crypto
assets. “My own personal advice to people:
Stay away from it,” JPMorgan Chase Chief
Executive Jamie Dimon said recently, before
adding, “That does not mean the clients don’t
want it.” JPMorgan, the biggest US bank by
assets, is currently assessing how it can help
clients transact in cryptocurrency, Dimon
said last month at the bank’s annual meeting.

Formerly something of an investment
sideshow dominated by computer geeks,
cryptocurrencies are sparking greater inter-
est among mainstream investors after a big
jump in bitcoin prices in 2020 and early
2021. On Thursday, the venerable giant State
Street announced the creation of a new dig-
ital finance division. On Wednesday, the
head of online trading firm Interactive
Brokers vowed to establish online trading of
cryptocurrencies on the platform by the end
of the summer. Like its rivals Charles
Schwab and Fidelity, Interactive Brokers
does not now offer bitcoin trading on its
platform, although it does give clients the
option to invest in some assets that include
cryptocurrencies or bitcoin futures.
Investors who want to trade bitcoin can cur-
rently turn to Robinhood or the cryptocur-
rency specialist Coinbase.

ForUsAll, a platform that manages retire-

ment accounts for small businesses, on
Monday announced an agreement with
Coinbase that allows clients to invest up to
five percent of their balances in cryptocur-
rencies. Investment bank Morgan Stanley in
March said it would allow wealthier clients
to invest in bitcoin funds, while Goldman
Sachs recently established a team dedicated
to trading cryptocurrencies. The chief exec-
utives of Wells Fargo, Citigroup and Bank of
America said at a congressional hearing in
late May that they are approaching the
cryptocurrency landscape with caution.
Fidelity Investments, which established a
digital assets division in 2018 to execute
cryptocurrency trades for hedge funds and
other institutional investors, filed papers
with US securities regulators for a bitcoin
exchange traded fund (ETF). The move
could potentially expand cryptocurrency
investments to a broader range of individual
investors.

Tougher rules ahead? 
Still, many financial players are reluctant

to dive into an investment realm associated
with black markets that has sparked interest
from US and global regulators.

There is also remarkable volatility, with
bitcoin beginning 2021 at around $30,000
and hitting $63,000 in April before falling
back to $34,000 in June. “Speculators and
those suffering from FOMO (the ‘fear of
missing out’) will surely continue to flock to
cryptos in the hopes of achieving huge
returns,” said Ian Gendler of research firm
Value Line. But Gendler urges clients to
avoid cryptocurrency investments, citing the
elevated risk and the lack of a tangible asset
compared with putting money into com-
modities or a company. Bitcoin and other
digital money is also not backed by govern-
ments, he noted. “Cryptocurrencies are only
worth what the next investor is willing to
pay,” he said. —AFP


